
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of analyst, settlements. If you are looking for an exciting place to
work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for analyst, settlements

You play a key role in the further optimization of the J&J settlement systems,
processes and procedures
Grow and challenge a talented group of individuals at varying stages of their
career
Manage the risk of multiple functions that span the life cycle of a trade
especially for ETF products
Providing thought leadership and growing the control and quality
management strategy
Establish new controls for CSS Operations by partnering with Technology to
design, build, and operate in a straight through processing (STP) environment
Responsible for the implementation of the control framework as part of new
business/activities and migration to strategic architecture
Develop business intelligence capabilities able to identify risk
Partner with Securities Division Operations (SDO) and GSS business action
client requests for new trading flows
Work with customers and counterparties to finalize details of clearing
agreements
Foster relationships across multiple areas in the Firm including trading desks,
operations, technology, legal and compliance departments and global groups

Qualifications for analyst, settlements

Relevant experience managing a team of minimum 3 staff in the FX

Example of Analyst, Settlements Job Description
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Excellent command of the English language with strong written and verbal
communication skills and be able to communicate effectively across all levels
Ability to communicate and build strong relationships with Clients,
Infrastructure and Front Office stakeholder
Flexible and professional under pressure, the role holder will have strong
interpersonal skills, commitment and focus on succeeding in a challenging
environment
Work accurately to deadlines and committed to proactively seeking new and
innovative customer focused solutions
Ability to identify risk in any process and ensuring that effective controls are
designed


